
Z60 DENT MACHINE 
INSTRUCTIONS 

General Information 
 

   This machine should be mounted on a strong bench,  using 
the Z60S, Z61 base or the Z61S floor stand. The accessory 
shoes, wheels and rollers should be stored in a wooden drawer 
or hung on a wall to prevent nicks and gouges. Spray the tools 
with rust inhibitor when not in use.  
    In a severely dented horn, this machine will roll dents out 
without extraordinary pressure. However, it is advisable to     
remove the plating or lacquer from these badly dented            
instruments, since the machine is capable of pushing lacquer 
right into the brass and silver-plate right into the brass pores, so 
that it would be difficult to ever strip the silver from the horn. 
On smaller dents, this is not necessary, but the horn should be 
lubricated with petroleum jelly in the dent area. Adding Z6 to 
the petroleum jelly will help reduce scratches and drag. Mix 2 
oz of Z6 to 16 oz jar of petroleum jelly. It is important to use  
lubricant on all horns where the brass is sliding on the bell shoe 
and rollers. This prevents wear and tear on both the horn and 
the tools. Take care of the tools and the tools will take care of 
you.  
   Please read instructions carefully before proceeding.  
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Tips for Z60 pressure settings 

   It’s all about the feel, let the tools do the work. You can feel 
what the brass is doing between the tools as you’re working the 
dent out. Remember, the big thing is, don’t use too much       
pressure.  
   The key here is: Never more than two turns of the quill once 
metal to metal contact is made. Three if you have to and four 
turns if a must, but get back to two turns as quickly as possible, 
then decrease by 1/2 turns until you are at zero or 1/2 below. 
Use the quill knob on the wheel as a guide. If you are using the 
Z60-40 adjustable strut on the Z60, cut these values in half. If 
you use too much pressure on the horn it will not take out the 
dent. You need to be able to move the horn freely. As you’re   
reducing pressure, overlap the pattern where you did before this 
will help reduce flat spotting.  



FERREE’S Z60 DENT REMOVING MACHINE 
NOMENCLATURE OF PARTS 

1) Frame  
2) Pressure adjustment wheel 
3A) 5-1/2” large circular burnishing wheel  
3B) 3-1/2” small circular burnishing wheel 
4) 2-3/8” long round tube  
5A) 1-3/4” ball  
6) Shoe for small horns-most contour 
7) Shoe for large horns-least contour 
8) Bolt for locking forked arm in place 
9A) Curved arm 
9B) 3-1/2” straight roller 
10) Forked arm 
11A) Large straight roller 
11B) Curved roller 
12) Tapered trumpet mandrel 
13) Tapered cornet mandrel 
14) Straight mandrel 
15) Tapered trombone mandrel 
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Section 1: Cornet & Trumpet 
   Set machine up as in picture 1. Place horn on tapered      
mandrel, No. 12 or 13 as in picture 1A. Adjust mandrel by 
sliding mandrel in until dent comes just pass the roller No. 9B. 
Using an inward and outward sliding motion, turn the horn 
back and forth where the roller rolls over the dents, applying 
enough pressure (see pressure settings) so dent will come out 
quite easily. Then, using very little pressure, smooth the brass 
up and take out the ridges in the high spots. If this leaves flat 
places in the taper, use very little pressure on the roller and   
apply pressure with hands, pushing down and rubbing over 
the lapping pattern where you once did.  
    
   For getting dents out where the dent is next to the valve 
section, the L-shaped arm No. 9A  may be removed and  
replaced on opposite side of screw arm so roller will pass 
by valve section (see picture 1B and 1C). Roller arm is         
adjustable so it can be regulated to go passed the valve       
section for doing flare of the bell. Roller arm must be     
adjusted back out for doing inside of bell.  
   
    Picture 1D shows rubbing of bell flare. Replacing      
mandrel with the straight mandrel No. 14 and shoe No. 6 
with the most contour for the small horns, place the horn at 
the shoe (see picture 1D). Turn the horn in a circular      
motion and apply enough pressure to remove the dent or 
dents. After dents have been removed, release pressure so 

that you are using very light 
pressure to remove ridges and 
to smooth the brass. For      
getting dents out close to the 
rim, cock shoe up to where the 
front side of the shoe rides 
against the roller.  
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Section 2: Trombone 
   Set machine up as in picture 2. Using straight rod No. 14 with 
trombone tapered mandrel No. 15 on the end and a forked arm 
No. 10 and curved roller No. 11B, adjust mandrel with horn on, 
sliding denting part of horn just passed roller (see picture 2A). 
Then, slide horn inward and outward, turning it back and forth. 
Use enough pressure to remove dent (see pressure settings). After 
dents are removed, release pressure so that you are using very  
little pressure and smooth it up and remove any ridges. If flat 
places remain, use very little roller pressure and apply pressure 
with hands by pushing down and rubbing horn back and forth on 
mandrel over lapping the pattern where you once did.  
 
   For removing the dents on lower part of bell flare, replace 
curved roller No. 11B with straight roller No. 11A. For small bore 
trombones the tapered mandrel may be slid in to where you can 
rock trombone in an upward and downward motion.  
 
   For bass trombones and larger bore trombones, replace      
trombone tapered mandrel with the ball No. 5A and adjust 
straight mandrel so that ball is centered with roller. Place bell 
over ball and by rocking horn in an upward and downward      
motion, remove the dents. Apply enough pressure so dents come 
up quite easily, then release pressure for smoothing up.  
 
   For outer flare of bell, set machine up as in picture 2B, using 
curved arm No. 9A and straight roller No. 9B along with shoe 
No. 6 with the most contour. Place bell between roller and shoe, 
turning it in a circular motion to remove all dents. After dents 
have been roughed out, smooth up with very little pressure. To get dents out next to rim, 
cock shoe so front side of shoe rides against roller.  
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Section 3: French Horn 
   Set machine up as in picture 3. Using straight rod No. 14, the 
ball No. 5A, the forked arm No. 10 and the large straight roller 
No. 11A. The dents may be removed where the tubing makes its 
first curve and into the bell by rubbing inward and outward in an 
upward and downward position moving with the contour of the 
bell (see picture 3A). When removing dents from the French Horn 
it is not necessary to apply as much pressure since French Horns 
are generally quite thin (see pressure settings).  
 
   For outer part of the bell, set machine up as in picture 3B using 
the forked arm No. 10, roller No. 11A and the larger show No. 7 
with the least contour and placing the horn between shoe and 
roller as in picture 3C. Apply enough pressure to remove dents, 
turning in a circular motion. After dents have been removed     
release pressure so there is very little to smooth up the bell.  
 
   To get out dents next to the rim, cock front part of shoe so it 
rides against roller.   
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Section 4: Baritone Horns 
   Set machine up as in picture 4, using forked arm No. 10 and 
curved roller No. 11B. Use straight mandrel No. 14 with long 
round tube No. 4. For tapered straight work place horn over the 
tube, bell first as shown in picture 4A. Apply enough pressure 
(see pressure settings) so dents will come up quite easily,     
pushing horn inward and outward in 
motion. To smooth up brass after 
dents have been removed, release 
pressure so very little pressure is used 
to remove any ridges. If flat places 
remain, apply pressure with hands, 
pushing down and up, back and forth 
lapping the patter where you once did.  

 
   For the lower part of the bell flare, replace the long round 
tube with the small circular burnishing wheel No. 3B and place bell between wheel and 

roller No. 11A ( see picture 4B). Using an upward and 
downward motion with the contour of the bell, rub well 
into the bell.  

 
   For the outer part of the bell, set machine up same as 
picture 3B (French Horn), placing horn between shoe No. 
7 and roller No. 11A (see picture 4C). Apply enough   
pressure  to remove dents, turning bell in a circular      
motion.  
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Section 5: Sousaphone Bells 
   Set machine up as in picture 5, using the largest wheel 
No. 3A and forked arm No. 10 with the straight roller No. 
11A. Starting out ( as in picture 5A) apply enough     
pressure to remove dents (see pressure settings). Rubbing 
with the contour bell a 
little over half way up the 
crook, go around as far as 
possible. After dents have 
been removed, reduce 
pressure and smooth up 
brass. After finishing 
this, remove bell and 
place over the burnishing 
wheel No. 3A first (see 
picture 5B). Apply enough pressure so dents will come up 
easily working all the way around the crook. After        
removing dents, release pressure so that you are using 
light touch to remove any ridges and smooth up brass, 
leaving bell on machine (see picture 5B).  
 
   For the lower part of the flare, move the bell between 
the burnishing wheel No. 3A and the roller No. 11A with 
an upward and downward 
motion, working with the     

contour of the bell. Apply enough pressure so that dents 
come up easily, working all the way around the bell and 
about a quarter of the way in. After dents have been      
removed, release the pressure, using very little pressure in 
working around the bell again, making it very smooth.  
After this has been completed, remove bell and replace 
burnishing wheel with the shoe No. 7 larger shoe with the 
least contour (same as in 3B French Horn). Placing bell 
between shoe and roller face up as in picture 5C, again apply enough pressure to work 
dents out easily, turning bell in a circular motion. Work all the way around the bell. It is 
quite important to remember to turn the bell in a circular motion. Most people who have 
tried pushing it straight in and back, have found this to leave deep gouges and ridges.    
After dents are roughed out, reduce pressure to smooth out brass. It is very important to 
use lubricant on all horns where the brass is sliding on the bell shoe.  
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